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Abstract. Fog computing is an emergent paradigm that integrates cloud com-

puting services into the network on a widely distributed level. It extends cloud

capabilities near data sources to overcome limitations of cloud-based IoT plat-

forms such as mobility, location awareness and low latency. In spite of its in-

creasing importance, there exist no readily available fog computing platforms

which can help researchers to design and test real world fog applications. To

this purpose, simulators and testbeds are adapted to enable the investigation of

fog solutions. This paper presents a framework architecture to create fog virtu-

alized environments. Its design meets the requirements of low cost, flexible setup

and compatibility with real world technologies. Unlike current approaches, the

proposed architecture allows for the testing of fog components with third-party

systems through standard interfaces. A scheme to observe the behavior of the

environment by monitoring network flow is provided. In addition, future devel-

opments and research directions are discussed.

1. Introduction

A cloud-based model has become the default approach for Internet of things (IoT).

Due to the limitations of cloud centralized architecture [Aazam et al. 2014], current

IoT proposals are fomenting a major paradigm shift towards a decentralized model.

Similar solutions in [Satyanarayanan et al. 2009], [Dinh et al. 2013], [Hu et al. 2015],

[Bonomi et al. 2012] are bringing cloud computing capabilities near data sources to over-

come limitations such as mobility, location awareness and low latency. We can summa-

rize the initiatives through the following convergent points [Coutinho et al. 2016]: use of

small clouds with virtualization support, distribution of computational resources on large

scale, provision of IoT infrastructure as a service, and the offer of exclusive services using

information that is only present on the local network or in its proximity.

In this scenario, fog computing is an emergent paradigm that extends cloud ser-

vices to the edge of the network in an integrated way with switches, routers and IoT

gateways[Bonomi et al. 2012]. The fog distributed approach reduces the amount of data

transferred to the core network by capturing and processing the necessary data locally on

each edge device; its low latency support brings real-time analysis to edge-based data by

distributing the analytic process across the network[Bonomi et al. 2014].

The integration of the fog computing into the scope of IoT requires optimiz-

ing, deploying and spreading the concept of the cloud through a dense and geograph-

ically distributed platform. All the benefits of cloud should be preserved with fog,
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including containerization, virtualization, orchestration, manageability and efficiency.

Very recently, interesting works have appeared [Bonomi et al. 2014], [Yi et al. 2015a],

[Dastjerdi et al. 2016], [OpenFog 2017a]; they propose a reference architecture, compo-

nents, services, design goals and challenges of a fog platform. Nonetheless, as far as we

know, there are no readily available fog computing platform that can help researchers to

design and verify distributed algorithms on a truly IoT scale. Currently, simulation tools

and testbeds are adapted to allow the experimental evaluation of fog solutions in specific

scenarios and restricted conditions.

This paper presents a framework architecture to create fog testbeds in virtu-

alized environments. Its design is based on solutions that meet the postulated re-

quirements of low cost, flexible setup and compatibility with real world technologies.

The components are based on Containernet [Containernet 2017], which allows Mininet

[de Oliveira et al. 2014] to use Docker [Docker 2017] containers as virtual nodes. The

main contribution is an architecture that enables the testing of fog components with third-

party systems through standard interfaces. In addition, a scheme to observe the behavior

of the environment is provided through network flow monitors.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces fog

computing concepts. Section 3 presents related work. Section 4 addresses design require-

ments and technological choices. Section 5 illustrates the framework architecture. The

conclusions and future works are presented in Section 6.

2. Fog Environment

The concept of fog computing is defined in [Bonomi et al. 2012] as a virtualized plat-

form which offers services between end devices and the conventional data centers of

cloud computing. This definition implies a series of challenges that make the fog envi-

ronment a non-trivial extension of the cloud computing paradigm. Their characteristics

include edge location, location awareness, low latency, geographical distribution, sup-

port for large-scale sensor networks, very large number of nodes, support for mobility,

real-time interactions, predominance of wireless access, heterogeneity, interoperability,

federation and real-time data analysis.

There is a set of IoT solutions that can be supported by fog computing. The fog

concept was introduced in [Bonomi et al. 2012] with applications for connected vehicle

networks, smart grids and wireless sensor networks. Later, surveys in [Stojmenovic 2014]

[Yi et al. 2015b] [Yi et al. 2015a] discussed scenarios that take advantage of fog comput-

ing such as smart health, smart building, smart cities, etc.

The fog computing model involves the running of applications concerning dis-

tributed components on the fog nodes between the IoT devices and the cloud data center.

Fog instances can offer compute and storage resources to support the extension of the

cloud services and real-time analysis to the edge of the network. The fog hierarchy makes

the transmitted data actionable, meaningful and valuable by filtering information at dif-

ferent levels of the infrastructure.

Figure 1 presents the distributed physical components of a fog architecture

[Yi et al. 2015a]. They are distributed hierarchically in a network infrastructure with

at least three layers. At the edge of the network there are different IoT devices. The
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Figure 1. A Fog Architecture.

key components that can provide processing and storage capabilities at the edge of the

network are called fog nodes [Tordera et al. 2016]. These fog nodes are involved in the

data processing of different IoT applications. For example, sensor and actuator devices

installed in parks, buildings and streets can provide valuable streams of data for monitor-

ing, control, analysis and prediction applications. Its location depends on factors such as

energy saving or application latency requirements.

Retrieving data from each sensor device is often challenging due to sensor power

and communication constraints. An IoT gateway can aggregate and translate data from

sensors before sending it onward by supporting different communication protocols. In

some applications, embedded smart IoT devices can receive actuation commands or send

sensing data without the need for dedicated gateways. Also, they are capable of acting as

edge gateways to other IoT devices.

The fog nodes must favor the access of IoT devices to the network, fog and cloud

resources. Due to the heterogeneity of fog environments, the fog nodes may present

different capabilities, interfaces and hardware configurations. Depending on the applica-

tion, they can support advanced tasks including temporary storage, preprocessing, data

caching, geo-localization, service discovery, data analysis, load balancing, resource man-

agement and security. In addition, fog instances can provide access to virtualized re-

sources through local fog nodes. They are also responsible for periodically filtering and

sending information to the cloud. In the fog hierarchical organization, cloud gateways

can act as proxy servers for larger cloud providers.
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The services that support virtually unlimited resources for IoT applications are

executed in the cloud. IoT applications can use both cloud and fog infrastructure to pro-

vide intelligent and cutting edge solutions to end users. The management software that

globally coordinates the fog infrastructure are distributed in a number of services work-

ing together. The main purpose of these services is to provide acceptable levels of latency

while optimizing the performance of fog applications. This can be achieved by efficient

solutions that distribute task execution demand across optimal, well located and available

fog nodes, using conventional and non-conventional algorithms.

3. Related Work

Fog computing has been steadily growing since the concept was adopted in 2012

[Bonomi et al. 2012]. As the pioneer in the fog field, Cisco solutions finds itself in a

better position compared to other commercial fog products [Dastjerdi et al. 2016]. The

Cisco IOx [Cisco IOx 2017] is a network operational system included in routers, switches

and compute cards that makes processing and storage available to applications hosted in

virtual machines (VMs). Distributed devices with IOx support in a network can func-

tion as the compute environment for fog applications. The IOx also supports open source

environments based on Linux instances running in a hypervisor or virtual machine man-

ager (VMM). The Cisco IOx Sandbox enables development and testing of fog comput-

ing applications using a desktop simulation approach. Together with IOx Fog Director

[Fog Director 2017] it is possible to manage large-scale production deployments of IOx-

enabled fog applications. In [DevNet 2017] a library with simulation tools, sample codes

and templates to help deploy IoT applications for Cisco IOx platform is available. Exam-

ples of deployed IOx fog applications include basic services and protocols for IoT support

written in Python, Java, Javascript and C.

Existing work has focused on the designing and implementing of an adequate

fog computing platform, which can serve as a model development environment for pro-

totyping. Therefore, a standard fog architecture is necessary to allow integration be-

tween different solutions. In November 2015, the creation of the OpenFog consortium

[OpenFog 2017a] united companies such as Cisco, Microsoft, Dell, Intel, ARM and uni-

versities such as Princeton in order to develop a standard fog architecture. The first version

of OpenFog reference architecture [OpenFog 2017b] was released in February 2017.

In the absence of ready platforms, a viable alternative is to adapt IoT-specific

testbeds to support experimental evaluation of fog solutions. The largest IoT testbed

environments, such as [Adjih et al. 2015] and [Sanchez et al. 2014], are equipped with

thousands of IoT devices geographically distributed. The authorized users can run appli-

cations over a large number of available resources to evaluate low level protocols, analysis

techniques and services on a very large scale. However, since they are not intended for

fog applications, a major effort is required to configure and deploy experiments.

Although desirable, in many cases the use of a real world testbed facility is

expensive, time-consuming and does not provide a repeatable and controllable envi-

ronment. Also, it has a selective access based on user research impact or political

importance. Therefore, low cost-effective alternatives should be considered before a

costly experiment so as to eliminate ineffective algorithms, policies and strategies. In

[Yi et al. 2015a] a prototyping platform, consisting of two nodes connected to the Ama-
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zon EC2 service was presented. The fog capabilities in each node were implemented with

OpenStack[Openstack 2017]. A face recognition application was used to evaluate latency

and bandwidth performance metrics in a scheme of VM offloading.

The adaptation of existing open source frameworks or simulators is currently a

common approach in the fog computing area. Depending on research aims, the setup of

testbeds to run specific applications can occur in two ways: adaptation of IoT simulators

for fog experiments, or extension of cloud simulators for fog and IoT support.

NS-3 [NS-3 2017] and OMNET++[Varga and Hornig 2008] are examples of open

source environments that allow for the extension of their functionality in a specific do-

main. OMNET++ is not a network simulator itself but an extendable library and frame-

work for building network simulators. It provides a component architecture for simu-

lation models such as Internet standard protocol, wireless sensor networks, etc. There

are extensions for real-time simulation, network emulation, database integration, system

integration, and several other functions that can be used for modeling a fog environment.

A case study on smart traffic management in [Dastjerdi et al. 2016] extended the

CloudSim[Calheiros et al. 2011] with fog computing capabilities to improve the perfor-

mance of the application in terms of response time and bandwidth consumption. This

work was the basis for iFogSim [Gupta et al. 2016], a simulator that supports edge and fog

resources under different scenarios in a sense-process-actuate model [Gupta et al. 2016].

Also, it allows for the evaluation of resource management policies by focusing on their

impact on latency, energy consumption, network congestion and operational costs.

In summary, fog computing applications continue to be developed as proof-of-

concept, implemented in limited environments and applied to specific scenarios. This

remains a default approach, given the challenges involved in the implementation of fog

environments. Therefore, research concerning fog computing platforms may help to inte-

grate cloud and IoT technologies and accelerate the development of fog applications.

4. Design Requirements and Technologies

In the development of a fog computing platform, the fog nodes and their network infras-

tructure are the main components to be deployed. In this work, the design of the fog

architecture is based on solutions that meet the following requirements: 1) low cost de-

ployment; 2) flexible setup; and 3) support to perform real world protocols and services.

Due to their high cost and restricted availability, proprietary solutions and large-

scale IoT testbeds were not considered viable and practical alternatives to the current sys-

tem architecture. Open source simulations can be considered as cost-effective. However,

some solutions do not model fog environments and IoT, where services can be deployed

both on edge and cloud resources. Moreover, the use of simulators makes it difficult to

support real world IoT protocols and services. Extendible solutions such as OMNET++

do not have a specific framework implementation for the fog computing model. Main-

stream network simulators such as NS-3 [NS-3 2017] face the same limitations. There-

fore, in the remainder of this section, open source solutions that enable the deployment

of the main fog components are described. They allow for the testing of real world tech-

nologies in a repeatable and controllable environment. An architecture that employs these

solutions to create virtualized fog environments is presented in Section 5.
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4.1. Mininet Network Emulator

Mininet [de Oliveira et al. 2014] is a network emulator that uses the Linux kernel to cre-

ate an experimental network with virtual elements such as hosts, switches and links.

Unlike the simulators, it allows for the deployment of protocols and applications in

the same way as real world testbeds. Mininet also offers native support to Open-

Flow [McKeown et al. 2008] for flexible custom routing and software-defined networking

(SDN) [de Oliveira et al. 2014].

Mininet allows the creation of virtual hosts that can run standard Linux software

by using Linux namespaces. Each virtual host runs inside a separate network namespace

with its own set of network interfaces, IP addresses, and a routing table. A virtual host

connects to one or more virtual switches through virtual network links. The network

topology and link properties such as bandwidth, loss rate and delay can be configured

with a extensible Python API. However, Mininet virtual hosts share the host machine file

system by default. This makes it troublesome and challenging to use virtual hosts as

fog nodes, since they should not use the same configuration or data files in distributed

applications. Although there are ways to work around this limitation, a distinct filesystem

for each virtual node can be maid by the integration of Mininet with containers.

4.2. Docker Container Platform

Docker [Docker 2017] is a software platform that allows the creation of containers. Appli-

cations running inside a Docker container and using operating-system level virtualization

on Linux are similar to traditional VM instances. However, unlike VM images, containers

do not bundle a full operating system. A container is a lightweight, stand-alone and exe-

cutable package that includes everything needed to run an application such as executable

code, runtime environments, system tools, system libraries and configuration settings.

Docker isolates the container resources using similar technologies as Mininet does

for its virtual hosts, based on Linux cgroups and kernel namespaces. They both use

virtual ethernet interface (vEth) pairs to connect the virtual hosts to the virtual switches.

Therefore, replacing Mininet virtual hosts with Docker containers is technically feasible.

4.3. Containernet Framework

Containernet [Containernet 2017] is a software project that extends the Mininet frame-

work to allow the use of Docker containers as virtual nodes. In addiction, it introduces

important capabilities to built networking and cloud and fog testbeds [Peuster et al. 2016].

Containernet framework API enables adding, connecting and removing containers

dynamically from the network topology. These features allow emulate real-world cloud

and fog infrastructures in which it is possible to start and stop compute instances at any

point in time. Also, it is possible to change at runtime resource limitations for a single

container, such as CPU time and memory available.

5. Framework Architecture

The aim of this work is to design an architecture that enables the deployment of the main

components of a fog environment with third-party systems through standard interfaces.

The flexible setup is achieved by deploying virtual nodes and virtual instances into an

emulated fog environment running on a host machine.
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Figure 2. General emulation workflow. A example of a running emulation en-
vironment with seven virtual instances. Each virtual instance involves virtual

switches and virtual nodes. The management system is responsible for upload-

ing and starting the instances in the emulated environment. The defined topology
determines the virtual connections configured between virtual nodes and virtual

instances. The communication between a virtual instance and the management
system is performed through a well-defined instance API.

A fog environment emulation can be created by using preconfigured container

images. Each container image comprises part of a distributed application and its required

services and protocols. An example of a fog environment emulation is shown in Figure 2,

where three types of container images were used to instantiate different virtual nodes.

1) Cloud container image: Using this type of container image, cloud gateways to

support virtualized resources for IoT applications are emulated. These virtual cloud nodes

can form a virtual cloud instance (VCI) using open source technologies or act as proxies

for cloud services located in remote data centers.

2) Fog container image: Using this type of container, fog nodes capable of pro-

cessing and storing data collected by the IoT gateways are emulated. These virtual fog

nodes can form a virtual fog instance (VFI) to support virtualized resources for IoT de-

vices. Also, it is responsible for filtering and sending information to a VCI.

3) IoT container image: Using this type of container, smart IoT devices or IoT

gateways are emulated. In a virtual IoT node, specific protocols and services to allow for

communication with real sensor and actuator devices can be installed. It is also possible

to use simulated sensors as data sources. These virtual IoT nodes can form a virtual IoT

instance (VIoTI) to emulate a sensor network and send sensing data to a VFI.
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Figure 2 depicts the high-level workflow of a developer using the environment.

First, the developer provides the container images that will be instantiated to setup the

emulation (1). Each container includes everything needed to run an application such

as executable code, scripts, service descriptions and configuration settings. Second, the

developer defines a topology on which he wants to test the application (2) and executes

the emulator platform with this topology definition (3). If SDN is required, an SDN

controller should be started. After the platform has been initiated, the developer starts the

management system (4). The management system connects to the emulated environment

by using the provided instance API. The application is deployed on the platform by the

management system (5) which starts the required process and services in each virtual

node. Then, the application can run inside the platform (6). The network flow statistics

can be collected and stored for future analysis (7). Furthermore, the developer and the

management system can access arbitrary monitoring data generated by the platform (8).

5.1. Architectural Components

The general architecture, essential components of the system as well as the relationships

between those components are shown in Figure 3. In the host machine, the Mininet is the

core of the system and implements the emulation environment. The Containernet extends

the Mininet functionalities to support Docker containers as virtual nodes. At the top of

the Containernet are the framework APIs provided for developers.

The topology API interacts with the Containernet to load and execute topology

definitions and create its virtual nodes, switches, instances and connections. The instance

API is flexible and allows the system to be extended with different standard interfaces.

Each interface can be used by a third-party system to manage applications and services.

The resource API allows the developer to apply limitation models that define the available

resources for each virtual instance such as CPU time and memory capacity. In addition,

the interactive command line interface (CLI) allows developers to interact with the emu-

lated components, change configurations, view log files or run arbitrary commands while

the Mininet platform executes the application and services.

The emulated environment contains virtual nodes, virtual switches and virtual

connections. The Mininet process instantiates the virtual nodes from pre-created Docker

container images. A container image can be instantiated more than once in an emulated

environment. For example, Figure 2 shows an IoT container image being used to initiate

different VIoTIs, each capable of generating IoT sensor data.

The virtual instance is an abstraction that allows for the management of related

set of virtual nodes and virtual switches as a single entity. A distributed fog application

and its services run in one or more virtual nodes inside a virtual instance. It is assumed

that the management system has full control over which applications are executed on each

virtual instance. However, it is not concerned with the internal execution details of the

virtual instance. In the virtual switches, settings for flow monitoring and QoS controls

are configured from the host machine. The controller process generates routing and QoS

settings to enable virtual connections between virtual instances in the emulated network.

The network traffic monitoring can be implemented by running flow monitors for

each network interface on virtual nodes and virtual switches. The run-time data from

these processes are saved in the folders of the virtual node and host machine. Each virtual
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Figure 3. An overview of the architecture and principal components. The system
design is customizable and provides APIs for its functionalities such as virtual
instance management, container resource limitation or topology generation.

node contains a VM-to-Host folder which is connected to the same folder on the host

machine. This facilitates data exchange between the virtual nodes and the host machine.

5.2. Topology API

Using the concept of virtual instances, different components can be emulated, including

its links and properties. For example, a virtual node with constrained resources attached

to a virtual switch can represent a virtual gateway for IoT application testing. In an upper

layer, a set of virtual switches that connect multiple virtual nodes with sufficient resources

to run applications can represent a virtual fog node. Depending on the hardware config-

uration of the host machine, small clouds can be emulated. With the use of network

address translation, the virtual instance is able to communicate with external devices on

the Internet or act as proxies for cloud services located in remote data centers.

The hierarchical organization of the fog architecture favors the intelligent network

routing based on SDN. The switches in the emulated network are configured by standard
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1 # create and connect virtual instances to SDN switches with different link properties

2 g1= net.addIoTInstance("IoT gateway")

3 f1= net.addFogInstance("Fog device")

4 c1= net.addCloudInstance("Cloud gateway")

5 s1 = net.addSwitch("switch from IoT to Fog")

6 s2 = net.addSwitch("switch from Fog to Cloud")

7 net.addLink(g1, s1, delay="10ms", loss=2)

8 net.addLink(f1, s1, delay="50ms")

9 net.addLink(f1, s2, delay="50ms")

10 net.addLink(c1, s2, delay="100ms")

11 # assign resource models for each virtual instance (cpu, memory and storage)

12 r1 = ResModelA(max_cu=20, max_mu=40, max_su=60)

13 r1.assignInstance(g1)

14 r2 = ResModelB(max_cu=200, max_mu=150, max_su=200)

15 r2.assignInstance(f1)

16 r3 = ResModelC(max_cu=1000, max_mu=1500, max_su=2000)

17 r3.assignInstance(c1)

18 # instantiate, connect and start a particular interface for each virtual instance

19 api1 = IoTApi(port=8001)

20 api1.connectInstance(g1)

21 api1.start()

22 api2 = FogApi(port=8002)

23 api2.connectInstance(f1)

24 api2.start()

25 api3 = CloudApi(port=8003)

26 api3.connectInstance(c1)

27 api3.start()

28 # run the emulation

29 net.start()

Listing 1. An example of topology script which defines virtual instances of dis-
tinct types. They are connected with different link properties. Each virtual in-
stance uses a specific resource model and connects to a particular instance API.

SDN controllers as part of the Mininet emulation environment. Mininet supports several

SDN controllers and can work with external OpenFlow controllers. With a high-level

programmatic interface, sophisticated network protocols and forwarding setups can be

implemented by developers. Also, these and other custom controller implementations

provided by third-party solutions can be integrated with the management system.

An address scheme based on an invalid subnet allows for the support of millions

of devices with IP addresses, which is sufficient to evaluate large-scale solutions. An arbi-

trary number of virtual switches can be added between virtual instances. Listing 1 shows

an example script for defining a network topology where three instances are initiated. The

topology API is based on the Mininet Python API. With this interface, developers can use

executable scripts to generate different topologies in a simple and sample-based way.

5.3. Instance API

The management system needs to interact with the emulated environment to control vir-

tual nodes within the virtual instances. The instance API provides an infrastructure-as-a-

service (IaaS) semantics to manage virtual nodes in an adaptable way. It is designed as an

abstract interface to allow the integration and testing of third-part management systems.

The developers can implement their own management interfaces on top of a virtual

instance API. The default approach is adding one specific instance API to each type of

virtual instance. These instance APIs are assigned to virtual instances in the topology

scripts (Listing 1, lines 19–27). With this flexible conception, it is possible the execution

of different management strategies for each virtual instance in the emulated environment.
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5.4. Resource API

Fog environments are characterized by the existence of network nodes with different ca-

pacities and resources. While cloud services provide virtually infinite compute resources

to their clients, fog devices and IoT gateways offer limited computing, memory, and stor-

age resources to applications. These different scenarios must be considered by a manage-

ment system when offloading and resource allocation decisions are taken.

To emulate such resource limitations, the emulation architecture offers the concept

of resource models assigned to each virtual instance (Listing 1 lines 12–17). These models

are invoked when containers are allocated or released. They are used to compute CPU

time, memory, and storage limits for each virtual instance. Therefore, it is possible for

a virtual instance to reject allocation requests from the management system if there are

no free resources available. The resource API allows developers to create specific testing

scenarios involving instances with different capacities in the emulated environment.

5.5. Flow Monitoring and Collection

A scheme to observe the behavior of the environment can be implemented by running

network flow monitors and collectors. For implementation example, it is possible em-

ploys NetFlow [B. Claise, Ed. 2004] as the flow monitoring technology and NFDUMP

[Haag, P. 2011] as the NetFlow collector and analysis tools. In this monitoring scheme,

flow records can be sent to a specified nfcapd flow capture daemon using the command

fprobe in virtual nodes and the command ovs-vsctl in virtual switches. The nfdump or

other compatible flow analysis tool can be used to study the collected traffic.

The capture daemon running on a virtual node is responsible for collecting and

saving flow statistics from the flow monitors of the virtual node. It is necessary to start

one flow monitor process for each network interface. The traffic on the virtual nodes may

overlap with the traffic monitored on virtual switches interfaces.

In the Containernet, virtual switches are not Docker containers. Just like in the

Mininet, they are created in the host machine. Consequently, the flow monitor commands

and capture daemons should be run in the host machine. A flow capture daemon running

in the host machine is responsible for collecting and saving flow statistics from a specific

virtual switch. Each flow capture daemon saves the flow records to a different directory.

In this manner, is possible separate the collected data from different virtual switches.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, the design of a fog emulation testbed based on feasible deployment features

of existing technologies was presented. The strengths of the proposed architecture are

low cost, flexibility and support to perform real world protocols and technologies.

The current components were designed to prototype and test complex network

services in a realistic environment running on low-cost machines. Such computers may

not have processors with advanced virtualization functions to support the installation of

the current cloud middleware. However, the proposed components can be extended to

enable its connection to real cloud data centers.

The use of the same pre-created container images to start more than one container

instances makes the environment setup process flexible. New types of container images
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can be deployed to allow for the testing of different IoT solutions inside a fog architec-

ture. Also, it makes easier the testing of solutions that deal with massive amounts of data

streams such as big data applications. In a simple procedure, it is possible to build fog

environments with multiple IoT data sources from a few container images.

The provision of standard interfaces allows for the testing of the third-party sys-

tems for functions such as resource management, virtualization, and service orchestration.

For example, emerging systems with support to network function virtualization (NFV)

and virtual network functions (VNF) can be connected with fog platforms to create com-

plex network services (NS), which are controlled by a management and orchestration

(MANO) system [Karl et al. 2016] [Sonkoly et al. 2015]. Also, it allows developers to

use their tested applications into real world environments with minimal changes. In addi-

tion, the future progress in developing standard interfaces for fog computing can facilitate

the integration of the third-party systems in different application scenarios.

Another important aspect of the architecture is the fidelity to the fog computing

model. Using containers, it is possible to offer virtual fog nodes with computing resources

in the emulated network. An advance in this regard is the use of containers not only in

virtual nodes but also in the virtual switches created by Mininet. However, such capa-

bilities require significant changes in Mininet software and as such were not considered.

The proposed architecture remains faithful to the fog model by enabling the developers to

define fog instances that treat virtual nodes and switches as a single entity.

The principal future objective of this work is to enable the testing of distributed

algorithms. Possible experiments may range from fog applications to the services related

to the fog infrastructure itself. The provided features include a built-in scheme to observe

the behavior of the environment by monitoring network flow inside the virtual nodes and

switches. It provides insightful network traffic information of a running application so that

researchers can evaluate their algorithms and network configurations in terms of system

performance. It is possible to incorporate techniques for data visualization and real-time

analysis in different levels of the network hierarchy to help developers debug problems

and measure the performance of applications and services. Aspects such as security,

fault tolerance and reliable management can be investigated by developing functionalities

to allow the insertion of simulated attacks and problems in the emulated environment.

Finally, further research concerning the presented architecture and its components can

allow for the use of emulators for realistic and reproducible fog experiments.
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